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Background
• Recent upsurge of interest in semantic maps as a means of modeling 

lexical polysemy patterns (Georgakopoulos & Polis 2018);

• outstanding issues: 
- the need to explore the potential of amphichronic maps (bringing together 

information on attested synchronic states and predictions of the system’s 
diachronic development), 

- the need to accommodate, within the same model, different types of meaning 
relationships (polysemy, metaphorical relations, and pragmatic inference).

Goals of this study

• address these issues at a micro-scale level, 

• explore two meaning clusters in four closely related Southeastern Mande 
languages (Tura, Dan, Mwan, and Wan),

• focus on the categories of diminutivity and singulativity.



Plan of the talk

• present the Radial Category model as developed for the study of 
diminutives;

• use this model to compare the use of diminutives in four closely related 
languages;

• apply the same model to an unrelated domain: the use of singulatives (in 
the same four language);

• contrast the two semantic domains;

• assess the advantanges of the model;

• discuss what is still missing.



The Radial Category Model 
(Lakoff 1987, Jurafsky 1996)

• a structured polysemy network,

• explicitly defined relations between individual senses (inference, 
metaphorical transfer, abstraction),

• the relations are universal and amphichronic:
- describes and predicts patterns of polysemy,

- describes and predicts patterns of semantic change, the marker’s origin (a 
model of “archeology of meaning”)





Southeastern Mande, Côte d’Ivoire

• Tura Idiatov 2008;

• Eastern Dan Vydrine & Kességbeu 2008;

• Mwan Perekhvalskaya & Yegbé 2008;

• Wan Nikitina in progress



Diminutivity in SE Mande: overview

• Common origin: nouns for ‘child’ (Greenberg 1959; Matisoff 1991; Heine 
et al. 1991; Heine and Kuteva 2002; Heine and Leyew 2008);

• Tura, Eastern Dan, and Mwan:

- similar or identical the use of diminutives;

- differences in productivity/lexicalization patterns;

- mapped onto the same radial network

• Wan
- significant differences in the organization of the diminutive domain;
- discontinuous categories, low frequency, low productivity;
- synchronic picture makes sense in view of the comparative data.



In combination with count nouns

• Small size

(1) Mwan:

(2) Dan:



In combination with count nouns

• Small type



In combination with count nouns

• Small type





In combination with count nouns

• Young age



In combination with count nouns

• Pejorative sense



In combination with count nouns

• Old age (!)



In combination with abstract nouns

• Category membership, activity paticipation



In combination with abstract nouns

• Recently acquired membership



Quantification senses

• Small amount:



Quantification senses

• Conventional unit:





Scales

• Low intensity:



Scales
• Short duration, little progress:





Diminutivity in Wan

• not productive in any of the senses, highly lexicalized;

• alternative means used to express the same meanings:





Interim summary

• a wide range of diminutive uses centers around the core meaning of 
‘child’ in Tura, Dan, and Mwan;

• a strikingly different picture in Wan: disintegrated clusters of 
synchronically unrelated meanings;

• the semantic map model helps to make sense of this difference;

• and sheds light on the way diminutivity developed in the closely related 
Mande languages



Singulativity



Singulativity

Dan Bloo (Erman 2005):

• ‘seed’, ‘grain’ (of plant) sɣ^ ‘palm’ – sɣ^ ga ̄ ‘palm grain’

• ‘bone’ gɔ^ ‘head’ – gɔ^ ga ̄ ‘skull’

• ‘core’ (of fruit)



Conventional unit





Singulative



Unit in quantifying expressions



Functional / essential part



Laudatory use



Essence/nature



Singulatives across Mande

The nouns are not always cognate, but the distribution is similar:







Possible network for Dan



The network in Wan



Singulativity: summary

• A similar set of uses across Mande languages, centered on the 
meaning ‘grain’;

• differences in the use of the markers are surprisingly minor in light of 
their lack of common ancestry;

• the semantic map model helps to make sense of the parallels in the 
use of historically unrelated markers;

• as well as to identify possible gaps in the existing lexical descriptions.



Diminutivity vs. singulativity

• Diminutive markers are cognate, singulatives are not necessarily so;

• the same general types of semantic relations are used to organize 
the networks;

• in both domains, Wan differs significantly from its related languages;

• yet its disintegrated uses make sense when viewed in the context of 
the polysemy networks of the other languages.



Conclusion

Comparison of the two semantic domains, explored at the micro-scale level, 
highlights the strengths of the model: 

• can capture cross-linguistic diversity without making assumptions about the 
synchronic status of meanings or relationships between meanings,

• can yield insights into relationships between languages, 

• has the potential of accounting for the ways expressions compete with each 
other and take over new territory or recede over time.

The comparison also points to the need for improvement:

• cannot capture differences in productivity,

• cannot capture differences in lexical restrictions.



Thank you
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